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Though the word "introduction" ap- formal properties now customarily aspears in the subtitle, the book will not cribed to it, and that English speakers
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The book
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taken from the introductory syntax be said to be a traditionallore in the
course at M.I.T. as it was taught rough- field of transformationalgrammar, the
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argument about Reflexive and Imperative
certainly belongs to it. Its chief virtue
lies in the way in which it illustrates the
role that simplicity plays in linguistic
argumentation. That is, the Reflexive
rule achieves its simplest form if it is
assumed to precede the Imperative rule.
This concern to arrive at the simplest
statement of the rules of grammar consistent with the facts of language has always been the major driving force of
transformational linguistics. This book,
if worked through carefully, provides
a wealth of illustrations of how to evaluate alternative approaches in terms of
the relative simplicity of their outcomes.
Unfortunately these illustrations are
nearly all of the same sort: which ordering of the transformational rules yields
the simplest statement consistent with
the facts? Comparatively little attention
is paid, for example, to the question of
how the existence of particular transformations is motivated on simplicity
grounds (although there are excellent
discussions on why there must be Passive and Relative-Clause Formation transformations in English). Worse, no attention at all is paid to alternative statements of the same rule, with the result
that practically none of the transformations listed is given in its simplest possible form (again, consistent with the
facts presented), and in many cases there
are mistakes in the rule statements. In
my review of the book to appear in Language, I have given a fairly exhaustive
list of corrections and the interested
reader is referred to that discussion.
Assuming that the book is corrected
along the lines I have suggested, the
question remains how the book can be
used by student and instructor. As the
author herself notes, it is definitely not
usable by itself for a course either in
English syntax or in transformational
theory. Rather, she tells us, it should
be used as a supplementary workbook
for an introductory course on either

subject.
But what work? There are no exercises. The rules are presented-nothing
more-and the arguments for rule ordering are painstakingly worked out. There
is nothing for the reader, instructor or
student, to do except to notice or be
confused by the mistakes. One must
therefore use one's own ingenuity. I have
found, for example, that the mistakes in
the book provide useful bases for problem exercises. Moreover, it is possible
to ask students to work out other rules
of English grammar, such as Particle
Movement and Cleft-Sentence Formation, using the formalisms of the book,
and to integrate these into Burt's grammar. Finally, it is possible, though not
easy, to discuss and to ask students to
work out the linguistic theory that underlies the work. Parts II through IV of
the book are quite clearly based on

Chomsky's Aspects of the Theory of
Syntax. So is Part I, though the rules
given there are largely drawn from
Chomsky's earlier work, primarily Syntactic Structures. Aside from illustrating "possible" rules within the theory,
however, the book does not force the
reader to consider its crucial aspectswhat motivates it, what kinds of data
would falsify it, etc. Perhaps out of consideration of its proclaimed "introductory" character, none of the critical
problems now under intensive investigation are considered: the interactions of
quantifiers and negation, how nounphrases are introduced, conjunction reduction, etc. And perhaps that is just
as well, since it is very possible that
standard theory will emerge relatively
unscathed by the attacks it is now suffering, and that the only changes will be in
the statement of certain rules, not in the
theory in which they are couched.
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